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About This Content

This pack contains Rebecca's nurse outfit from Resident Evil: The Mercenaries 3D and a Street Fighter Alpha 3 Cody crossover
costume for Billy.

Note: Costumes are also available in a complete pack; please check previous purchases before buying. Costumes do not affect
gameplay. Switch costumes using the Suitcase in the Personal section of the Status screen.
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dat rebeca nurse...

i came twice. I would normally say this is too anime to be acceptable but Marcus is literally a robe wearing Sephiroth stan who
sings opera to leeches and vows to burn humanity in an inferno of hate, so... I guess RE:0 is anime.... Rebecca in a cute cosplay
nurse outfit.

11\/10 would let her mix herbs for me again. :D. Grab the costumes while they are on sale, BTW buy them individually the
complete costume pack is $10 US!, separately as a bundle they are less than $5 US at least during this autumn sale.. I
BASICALLY recieved this for free in a bundle when the series was on sale, but I would have 100% paid full price for this pack.
Lolita(ish) nurse Rebecca is absolutely worth it. SHE'S SO CUTE. Also yes you CAN see up her skirt when in certain
positions\/during cutscenes for u pervs out there (definitely not me though no-no it was certainly not the first thing I tried to test
at all)

BILLY LOOKS KIND OF REALLY RIDICULOUS THOUGH but Rebecca does too so I mean. It works. But we all got this
because of nurse Rebecca anyway. No one cares about Billy (rip).
\u9a97\u94b1\u7684\u73a9\u610f\uff0c\u5927\u5bb6\u4e0d\u8981\u4e0a\u5f53\uff01\uff01\uff01. Rebecca Nurse, I know
you want it!
-Capcom 2016. whats the point of playing if you're not dressed in a cute cosplay? 11\/10 for rebecca
0 for billy. Can confirm Rebecca is as kawaii as advertised. Would buy again.
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